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Evidence to action and local action as evidence: 

BSCW Project Sites

Action Research Support Initiative phases
PHASE ONE
January - April 2016

 •Development of action research support plan and approach;
 •workshop and webinar planning;
 •research, collation, and development of action research support tools, templates, 
and resources for first workshop and webinar;
 •commenced engagement and consultation on action research support approach 
with initial 28 Building Safe Communities for Women and their Children 
(BSCW) projects;
 •needs analysis of BSCW grant recipents’ knowledge and use of action research, 
and understanding of violence against women. 

PHASE T WO
May - September 2016

 •Delivery and evaluation of first workshop (introducing BSCW projects to 
each other and the Action Research Support Initiative, Stories from the field, 
development of BSCW action research plans in Adelaide); 
 •commencement of site visits;
 •Webinar One: Introduction to action research;
 •Webinar Two: Action research tips and technical tricks; 
 •additional 12 BSCW projects commence;
 •ongoing telephone and email support to BSCW projects;
 •project report sharing outcomes of phase one and two of the action research 
support project with BSCW practitioners. 

PHASE THREE
October 2016 - March 2017

 •Delivery and evaluation of second workshop (Research methods, Stories from 
the field, held in both Perth and Brisbane);
 •Webinar Three: Using the project story template;
 •ongoing telephone and email support to BSCW projects;
 •continued site-visits;
 •40 BSCW project summaries published on ANROWS website’s Action Research 
Support Initiative page;
 •project report sharing outcomes of phase three of action research support with 
BSCW practitioners;
 •VicHealth grant awarded to establish BSCW Community of Practice in 
partnership with Our Watch.

PHASE FOUR
April - October 2017

 •Facilitation of six BSCW focus groups;
 •delivery and evaluation of third workshop (Development of project stories, 
‘Stories from the field’, sharing action research findings in Alice Springs);
 • facilitation of BSCW Community of Practice meetings (online and face-to-
face), and commissioning of independent evaluation; 
 •ongoing telephone and email support to BSCW projects;
 •continued site-visits. 

PHASE FIVE
November 2017 - February 2018

 •Development and finalisation of Action Research Support Initiative publication 
sharing BSCW findings;
 •delivery and evaluation of second phase of BSCW Community of Practice, in 
continued partnership with Our Watch; 
 • individualised support to BSCW projects in the development of project stories 
for inclusion in publication;
 •final public workshop and publication launch, showcasing BSCW project work 
and sharing findings from the Action Research Support Initiative. 

ANROWS Action Research 
Project Story template

Access the report Evidence to action and local 
action as evidence: Findings from the Building Safe 
Communities for Women and their Children Action 
Research Support Initiative and compendium here:
https://www.anrows.org.au/research-program/ac-
tion-research-support-0

Violence against women 
IS PREVENTABLE 
if we all work together

Actions that will prevent violence against women:
CHALLENGE condoning of violence against women
PROMOTE women’s independence & decision making
CHALLENGE gender stereotypes and roles
STRENGTHEN positive, equal and respectful relationships

Promote and normalise GENDER EQUALITY 
in public and private life. 
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BSCW Project title 

WHAT IS THE STORY ABOUT?
Provide a short background. Say what your action research focus is, both topic 
and process.

WHY WAS THE PROJEC T CONDUC TED?

WHERE WAS THE PROJEC T CONDUC TED?
Decide if you will identify the town, community, region and/or state and territory.

PROJEC T AIMS
Brief ly describe two or three aims of your BSCW project. 

THE TIMEFR AME

SERVICES/ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED WITH 
THE PROJEC T
Stakeholders/funders/supporters/partners.

PEOPLE INVOLVED IN THE PROJEC T
Names of community organisations, service providers, and community members, 
including role or title within organisations where appropriate.

WHAT WAS DONE DURING THE PROJEC T?

WHAT HAPPENED?

LEARNINGS  FROM THE PROJEC T?

WHAT WORKED WELL?
Critical success factors. 

WHAT DID NOT WORK WELL?
Challenges and barriers.

WHAT C AN OTHERS LEARN FROM THIS WORK?

SUGGESTIONS TO POLICY-MAKERS/EDUC ATORS/
SERVICE PL ANNERS

PROJEC T SUSTAINABILIT Y: WHERE TO FROM HERE?

PEOPLE TO THANK

STORY TELLER DETAIL S

Finding 1 
There is significant enthusiasm across Australian 
communities to better respond to and prevent 
violence against women and their children. 
Initiatives such as the Building Safe Communties 
for Women and ther Children (BSCW) grants 
and their incorporated action research approach 
provide opportunities for a broad range of service 
providers and community members to engage in 
locally led and context-specific 
prevention strategies.

Elements of the prevention 
of violence against 
women–response to 
domestic and family 
violence continuum for   
community-based projects

 •Knowledge of local populations in the community.
 •Knowledge of criminal, health, education, and 
child and community service systems. 
 •Responding to the safety of women and children 
is foundational to prevention.
 •Assessing community readiness and engaging 
with community providers and members.
 •Challenging gender stereotypes across the  
life course.
 •Building gender equality in families, schools, 
workplaces, faith communities, and  
governance structures.
 •Interrupting male violence-response at individual, 
group, community, institutional, cultural, and 
societal levels.
 •Engaging men in prevention.


